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ipolar illness is a severe and chronic mood disorder
characterized by recurrent episodes of mania and
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Objective: To examine whether lamotrigine
has a unique role in the treatment of bipolar
disorder, we evaluated the results of recent
clinical trials and molecular and cell biological
studies on lamotrigine.

Data Sources: Using keywords such as
bipolar disorder, lamotrigine, clinical trial,
outcomes studies, and mechanisms, we
conducted a search for English-language
articles on MEDLINE and Index Medicus
and also on abstracts presented in recent
research conferences.

Data Synthesis: Several studies have strongly
suggested that lamotrigine is effective for the
acute treatment of bipolar depression as well as
for long-term maintenance treatment of bipolar
disorder. Stevens-Johnson syndrome is a concern,
but the incidence of this side effect may not be as
high as previously believed, if dosing is slowly
titrated. The action mechanisms underlying the
mood-stabilizing effects of lamotrigine are
unknown at present but recent studies have pro-
duced interesting leads. Lamotrigine modulates
various ion channels, altering neuronal excita-
bility. The use-dependent inhibition of neuronal
firing by lamotrigine is potentially important
because it could result in attenuating supranormal
neuronal activities that are possibly associated
with bipolar disorder. Lamotrigine inhibits the
release of glutamate, similarly to lithium, and
its possible association with mood-stabilizing or
antidepressant effects needs to be further exam-
ined. Unlike lithium or valproic acid, however,
lamotrigine does not down-regulate the expres-
sion of protein kinase C or MARCKS, suggesting
that lamotrigine employs different intracellular
mechanisms for long-term changes in neuro-
biology from those of lithium or valproic acid.

Conclusion: The efficacy of lamotrigine for
bipolar depression may provide us with new op-
tions in the treatment of bipolar disorder. Examin-
ing the effects of lamotrigine on various molecu-
lar mechanisms in correlation with its unique
efficacy on bipolar depression may enhance
our understanding of action mechanisms of
the mood stabilizers.
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B
depression.1 While the current pathophysiologic under-
standing of the illness is far from complete, several agents
have been successfully used for the treatment of the acute
phases of the illness as well as for long-term prophylaxis.
Lithium was the sole mood stabilizer for many years and
has been extensively studied for its action mechanisms.2

Over the last decade, several anticonvulsants have been
introduced for the treatment of bipolar disorder. A number
of groups have reported that a newer anticonvulsant, la-
motrigine, in addition to its antiepileptic effect, may have
a unique role in the treatment of bipolar disorder. Subse-
quent to the observation that quality of life and mood
were much improved in epileptic patients after lamotri-
gine treatment,3 the therapeutic effect of lamotrigine has
been described in depressive episodes and maintenance
phase of bipolar disorder as well as in rapid-cycling bi-
polar disorder (for previous reviews, see references 4–8).
While lamotrigine appears to have a broad-spectrum effi-
cacy in the management of bipolar disorder, recent evi-
dence suggests that lamotrigine has efficacy in depressive
phases of bipolar disorder. The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) recently approved lamotrigine for
maintenance treatment of bipolar disorder.

In this review, we will assess the current understanding
of lamotrigine as a mood stabilizer in bipolar disorder and
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review the data from clinical trials on the therapeutic ef-
fects of lamotrigine in various phases of bipolar disorder.
Recent studies on mechanisms of action of lamotrigine
will also be reviewed. In the absence of a proper animal
model of bipolar disorder, an understanding of the action
mechanisms of lamotrigine in comparison with those of
other mood stabilizers may contribute to an understanding
of the pathophysiology of bipolar disorder. In addition,
pharmacokinetics and adverse effects of lamotrigine will
be reviewed.

DATA SOURCES

We reviewed the literature on the efficacy of lamotri-
gine for bipolar disorder as well as the literature on the

studies of the action mechanisms of lamotrigine. Using
keywords such as bipolar disorder, lamotrigine, clinical
trial, outcomes studies, and mechanisms, we conducted a
search for English-language articles on MEDLINE and
Index Medicus and also on abstracts presented in recent
research conferences.

CLINICAL STUDIES IN BIPOLAR DISORDER

Open-Label Studies
Since the case series of Weisler et al.9 in 1994, there

have been more than 20 open-label, uncontrolled case re-
ports or studies examining lamotrigine in more than 250
patients with bipolar disorder.10–27 Table 1 summarizes
some of these studies. Patient populations studied were

Table 1. Open-Label Studies of Lamotrigine in Bipolar Disorder
Study (N) Diagnosis (% of total) Study Design Duration Concomitant Medications Outcome Measure Results
Calabrese et al10 Bipolar I rapid-cycling Case report, 11 mo None HAM-D, MRS, Remission, decrease

(N = 1) prospective GAS in HAM-D score,
increase in GAS
score

Walden et al11 Bipolar I manic Case report, > 1 y Valproate CGI Considerable
(N = 1) prospective improvement

Fogelson and Bipolar I non–rapid-cycling Case series, 8–65 wk Lithium, carbamazepine, 4-Point clinical 4/7 Patients
Sternbach12 (29%), rapid-cycling prospective valproate, acetazolamide, scale improved
(N = 7) schizoaffective atypical antipsychotics,

(14%) dextroamphetamine,
trazodone

Kusumakar and Bipolar rapid-cycling Case series, > 3 wk None Clinical impression 4/6 Patients in
Yatham13 (N = 6) prospective remission

Kusumakar and Bipolar depressed Prospective, 6 wk Valproate ≥ 50% Decrease in 16/22 Patients
Yatham14 non–rapid-cycling (77%), add-on HAM-D score responded
(N = 22) rapid-cycling (23%)

Sporn and Sachs15 Bipolar I (81%), bipolar II Case series, 2–6 wk Lithium, carbamazepine, CGI (response: 8/16 Patients
(N = 16) (19%), depressed (56%), retrospective atypical antipsychotics, CGI score = 2) responded

mixed (38%), manic (6%) chart review antipsychotics, choline,
antidepressants, thyroxine,
benzodiazepines

Fatemi et al16 Rapid-cycling bipolar I Case series, 225 ± 28 d Thyroid (N = 1); thyroid, BDI, YMRS, GAS Improved on BDI,
(N = 5) (20%), bipolar II (80%), prospective lithium, divalproex (N = 1); GAS (all patients

depressed (80%), none (N = 2) were depressed at
mixed (20%) baseline)

Kotler and Matar17 Bipolar I, schizoaffective Case reports 4–6 mo Lithium, antidepressants, Clinical impression Both patients in
(N = 2) antipsychotics full remission

Bowden et al,18 Bipolar I (83%); Open, 48 wk None: 38% (rapid-cycling: MRS, HAM-D, 68% of depressed
Calabrese et al19 bipolar II(15 %); parallel-group, 32%, non–rapid-cycling: GAS, CGI patients improved
(N = 75) non–rapid-cycling multicenter, 6%) (response: on HAM-D;

(45%); rapid-cycling prospective Otherwise: lithium, ≥ 26%–50% 84% of manic/
(55%); depressed (55%); carbamazepine, valproate, decrease in MRS, hypomanic/mixed
manic, hypomanic, benzodiazepines, HAM-D scores patients improved
or mixed (41%) antidepressants, from baseline) on MRS

atypical antipsychotics
Suppes et al20 Bipolar I (53%); bipolar II Open case series, 159 ± 109 d None: 12%; others: lithium, CGI-BP change 65% of patients

(N = 17) (47%); rapid-cycling retrospective valproate, gabapentin, score (response: improved
(53%); depressed (65%); chart review, antipsychotics, much or very
manic, hypomanic, and multicenter antidepressants, much improved)
“mood labile” (35%) benzodiazepines, thyroxine

Walden et al21 Bipolar I rapid-cycling, Open, 12 mo Benzodiazepines Relapse by clinical Lamotrigine: 43%
(N = 14) manic prospective, determination, without episodes;

randomized HAM-D, YMRS lithium: 0%
(lamotrigine without relapse
vs lithium)

Abbreviations: BDI = Beck Depression Inventory, CGI = Clinical Global Impressions scale, CGI-BP = CGI for Bipolar Disorder, GAS = Global
Assessment Scale, HAM-D = Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, MRS = Manic Rating Scale, YMRS = Young Mania Rating Scale.
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quite heterogeneous, including bipolar I and bipolar II
patients; patients in depressed, hypomanic, and mixed
states; and patients with treatment-refractory and rapid-
cycling forms of the disease. Clinical rating scales used
in these studies ranged from standard bipolar mood
rating scales10,18,19,21 or the Clinical Global Impressions
scales (CGI)11,15,18–20 to clinical judgment.13,17,21 Some
were longitudinal, prospective studies,18,19,21 whereas oth-
ers were retrospective.20 In some studies, lamotrigine was
used as monotherapy10,13; in others, lamotrigine was used
as an “add-on” medication.14,15,18,19

Two prospective, open-label studies strengthened the
initial impression that lamotrigine has the potential to be
an effective mood stabilizer.18,19,21 The largest open study
of lamotrigine in the treatment of bipolar patients to date
found moderate-to-marked responses in 68% of depressed
patients and 84% of patients entering in hypomanic,
manic, or mixed states.18,19 In this study, rapid-cycling pa-
tients showed less improvement in manic symptoms than
did non–rapid-cycling patients; a subset of rapid-cycling
patients with high baseline severity of manic symptoms
experienced “little or no improvement” with lamotrigine,
but both groups had equal improvement in depressive
symptoms.18 Lamotrigine’s apparent efficacy in bipolar
depression was a particularly important observation be-
cause treating bipolar depression is often a challenge for
practicing physicians.28 Walden et al.21 described that la-
motrigine reduced the number of affective relapses more
than did lithium over a 12-month period in patients with
rapid-cycling bipolar I disorder. The small number of sub-
jects (total N = 14) clearly is a limiting factor in interpret-
ing the results of the study.

These open studies suggested that lamotrigine had
therapeutic effects in depressed, (hypo)manic, and mixed
bipolar patients, with equivocal antimanic efficacy in
rapid-cycling bipolar patients. However, given the vary-
ing methodology and study populations and the lack of
a placebo arm, further investigation with double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial designs was required.

Controlled Studies
Acute efficacy. Calabrese et al.29 investigated the

efficacy of lamotrigine for treating acute bipolar de-
pression in a seminal, multicenter, double-blind, placebo-
controlled, parallel-group study (Table 229–37). Either la-
motrigine monotherapy (50 or 200 mg/day) or placebo
was administered to 195 depressed outpatients with bi-
polar I disorder without rapid-cycling course for at least 7
weeks. On the observed scores of the 17-item Hamilton
Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D-17), lamotrigine
(50 mg/day and 200 mg/day) demonstrated antidepressant
efficacy. No statistically significant difference was found,
however, between the lamotrigine and placebo groups
when last-observation-carried-forward (LOCF) analysis
was used.

Lamotrigine (200 mg/day) showed significant anti-
depressant efficacy as measured by the Montgomery-
Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS)38 in the ob-
served and LOCF analyses compared with placebo, and in
the responder analysis (54% vs. 29% for lamotrigine and
placebo, respectively).29 Both CGI-Severity of Illness
scale (CGI-S) and CGI-Improvement scale (CGI-I) scores
confirmed improved condition of the patients. Anti-
depressant response, as measured by the MADRS, was
also significant in the group receiving a maximum of 50
mg/day of lamotrigine compared with the group receiving
placebo (48% vs. 29 %, respectively).

Further analysis of this study29 shows that, compared
with placebo, lamotrigine at both doses significantly re-
duced “reported sadness” and “inability to feel,” and la-
motrigine 200 mg/day significantly reduced “lassitude,”
“inner tension,” and “suicidal thoughts.”6 Lamotrigine’s
efficacy in treating the somatic symptoms of depression
(“reduced sleep” and “reduced appetite”) was less pro-
nounced.6,29 Antidepressant effect was observable (using
the MADRS) after 3 weeks of treatment, at which time
lamotrigine doses had been titrated to 50 mg/day in both
the 50-mg/day and the 200-mg/day treatment groups.
Thus, the time to onset of the antidepressant effect of la-
motrigine and antidepressants appears to be comparable.
Manic, hypomanic, or mixed episodes were reported as
adverse events in 3% of patients receiving lamotrigine
50 mg/day, 8% of patients receiving lamotrigine 200
mg/day, and 5% of patients receiving placebo. Headache
was the only adverse event that was more frequent in the
lamotrigine groups than in the placebo group. The occur-
rence of rash was 14% and 11% in the 50-mg/day and
200-mg/day groups, respectively. These percentages were
not significantly different from the occurrence of rash in
the placebo group (11%); none of the rashes were serious.
The authors concluded that lamotrigine possesses “sig-
nificant antidepressant efficacy” in bipolar depression
based on several measures of depression, although the re-
sults of the primary outcome measure (HAM-D-17) were
equivocal. Future studies assessing the efficacy of la-
motrigine in depression associated with rapid-cycling or
type II bipolar disorder are required to further elucidate
the acute antidepressant effects of lamotrigine in bipolar
disorder.

Lamotrigine’s efficacy in acute mania was studied in
a 4-week, double-blind, parallel-group study.32 Patients
with bipolar I disorder who were currently manic were
randomized to receive lamotrigine (N = 15, 100-mg/day
final dose) or lithium (N = 15, 800-mg/day final dose).
The mean Mania Rating Scale (MRS)39,40 score improved
significantly in all treatment groups compared with base-
line. In addition, the time course of the decrease in MRS
score is grossly consistent with that of the open-label, la-
motrigine study in rapid-cycling bipolar disorder.18 The
interpretation of this study,32 however, is somewhat lim-
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ited by the small number of subjects, the relatively low
serum lithium levels (0.743 mEq/L), and the short period
of washout of other medications (1 day prior to random-
ization). On the other hand, 2 studies (as documented in a
review by Calabrese et al.4) showed no efficacy of lamo-
trigine for the acute treatment of mania. A fair assessment
of antimanic effects of lamotrigine for acute mania is dif-
ficult, however, because lamotrigine requires a slow titra-
tion.4 In addition, clinicians often use concomitant anti-
psychotics or other mood stabilizers in the acute treatment
of mania, which further reduces the naturalistic database
on lamotrigine monotherapy in mania. Overall, the incon-
sistencies in the findings on the antimanic effects of lamo-
trigine do not support the agent as a preferred choice for
the acute treatment of mania.

Maintenance efficacy. Recent double-blind, placebo-
controlled maintenance studies give strong indication

that lamotrigine is also effective in preventing affective
relapses in both rapid-cycling and non–rapid-cycling
bipolar disorder.31,33–37,41–43

Calabrese and colleagues31 conducted a multicenter,
double blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group study of
rapid-cycling bipolar patients using a flexible dose of la-
motrigine (GSK 614 study). After an open-label phase, in
which lamotrigine was added to 324 patients’ current
regimens to stabilize their condition (HAM-D score ≤ 14
and MRS score ≤ 12), 182 patients entered a 6-month,
double blind, randomized phase, in which other medica-
tions were tapered and lamotrigine monotherapy (maxi-
mum dose = 500 mg/day) was compared with placebo.
The primary outcome measure was the time to additional
pharmacotherapy for emerging symptoms. Secondary ef-
ficacy measures included survival in study (time to with-
drawal from the study for any reason), percentage of pa-

Table 2. Randomized Double-Blind Studies of Lamotrigine in Bipolar Disorder
Concomitant Outcome

Study Diagnosis (% of total) Study Design Duration Medications Measure(s) Results
Calabrese et al29 Bipolar I depressed Multicenter, 7 wk Monotherapy HAM-D, MADRS, Decrease in MADRS:

(N = 195) outpatients parallel-group, lamotrigine 50 mg/d CGI-I, CGI-S visitwise observed:
placebo-controlled or 200 mg/d lamotrigine > placebo

(sedative allowed in both lamotrigine
in first 3 weeks) groups; in LOCF:

lamotrigine > placebo
in 200-mg/d group
only (also in CGI-I)

Frye et al30 Treatment-refractory Single-center, 6-wk Monotherapy CGI-BP Response: lamotrigine,
(N = 31) bipolar I (36%), placebo-controlled, phases (response: very 52%; placebo, 23%

bipolar II (45%), crossover much or much in overall condition
unipolar (19%), rapid- improved) (p = .031)
cycling (92%) non–
rapid-cycling (8%)

Calabrese et al31 Outpatients Multicenter, 26 wk Monotherapy Time to additional GAS score and time
(N = 182) rapid-cycling parallel-group, pharmacotherapy, to discontinuation

bipolar I (71%), placebo-controlled time to study for any reasons:
bipolar II (29%), (after open-label discontinuation lamotrigine > placebo
depressed (55%), lamotrigine phase) for any reasons, (in total sample and in
manic/hypomanic CGI-S, GAS bipolar II patients)
(19%), mixed (7%),
no episode (19%)

Ichim et al32 Hospitalized bipolar I, Single-center, 4 wk Monotherapy MRS MRS score decreased
(N = 30) currently manic parallel-group (except lorazepam in all groups,

(vs lithium) prn) lamotrigine = lithium
Calabrese et al,33 Bipolar I outpatients, Multicenter, 18 mo Monotherapy Time to medication Lamotrigine > placebo

Bowden et al34 most recently fixed-dose, intervention for on time to intervention
(N = 404 included depressed parallel-groups affective episode, for affective episode,
in final analysis) (lamotrigine, time to depressive time to intervention for

lithium, placebo) episode, time to depressive episode;
manic episode lithium > placebo on

time to intervention
for affective episode, 
time to intervention
for manic episode

Bowden et al,35,36 Bipolar I outpatients, Multicenter, 18 mo Monotherapy Time to medication Lamotrigine > placebo
Calabrese et al37 recently manic/ flexible-dose, intervention for on time to intervention,
(N = 175) hypomanic parallel-groups affective episode, time to depressive

(lamotrigine, time to depressive episode; lithium > placebo
lithium, placebo) episode, time to on time to intervention,

manic episode time to manic episode
Abbreviations: CGI = Clinical Global Impressions scale, CGI-BP = CGI for Bipolar Disorder, CGI-I = CGI-Improvement, CGI-S = CGI Severity of

Illness, GAS = Global Assessment Scale, HAM-D = Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, LOCF = last observation carried forward,
MADRS = Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale, MRS = Mania Rating Scale, YMRS = Young Mania Rating Scale.
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tients stable without relapse for 6 months, and changes in
the Global Assessment Scale (GAS) and CGI-S scores.

On the primary outcome measure, the difference be-
tween lamotrigine and placebo did not reach statistical
significance for the overall study population. However,
when survival in study was evaluated, there was a signifi-
cant difference favoring lamotrigine. Furthermore, 41%
of patients who received lamotrigine, versus 26% of those
who received placebo, were stable without relapse for 6
months. When the results of survival analyses were com-
pared between the subtypes of bipolar disorder, no signifi-
cant differences were seen between lamotrigine and pla-
cebo groups within bipolar I patients in terms of survival
in study or time to additional pharmacotherapy. However,
among bipolar II patients, survival in study was signifi-
cantly increased in the lamotrigine treatment group com-
pared with that in the placebo group. The maintenance ef-
ficacy of lamotrigine in rapid-cycling bipolar I disorder
was poor in contrast to the acute antidepressant efficacy in
non–rapid-cycling bipolar I disorder29 or its maintenance
efficacy in slow-cycling (4–6 episodes per year) or non–
rapid-cycling bipolar I disorder.33,34,36

The poor maintenance efficacy of lamotrigine in rapid-
cycling bipolar I disorders may be related to the high pla-
cebo response rate in bipolar I disorder that was observed
in the Calabrese et al. (GSK 614) study,31 although the
reason for this high placebo-response group is unknown.
Nevertheless, the number of patients with bipolar II disor-
der, constituting one third of the total randomized sample,
makes the finding in bipolar II disorder robust.

Other positive predictors of efficacy in this study31

were a higher number of previous affective episodes (≥ 6
episodes per year), male sex, onset after age 10 years, and
no family history of depression but positive family history
of bipolar disorder.42,43 Lamotrigine was well tolerated,
and no serious rashes occurred.

The authors concluded: “Lamotrigine monotherapy is
a useful treatment for some patients with rapid-cycling bi-
polar disorder.”31(p841) They acknowledged several meth-
odological problems with this study, including possible
selection bias that may have minimized the enrollment
of more severely ill patients; this limitation may have
resulted in an unexpectedly high placebo response rate
within the bipolar I group. Finally, most of the relapses in
the randomized, double-blind treatment phase were to a
depressive episode; hence, the study provides weaker data
pertaining to the maintenance efficacy of lamotrigine for
mania than for depression.

The efficacy of lamotrigine in the maintenance treat-
ment of bipolar disorder was further supported by 2
recently completed double-blind, placebo-controlled,
multicenter studies.33–37,41 One study35–37 evaluated the ef-
ficacy of flexible-dose lamotrigine for the maintenance
treatment of currently or recently manic patients. In the
first phase of the study (GW 606),35–37 349 bipolar I pa-

tients with a current or recent manic or hypomanic epi-
sode received 8 to 16 weeks of open-label treatment,
in which lamotrigine (100–200 mg/day) was added to
current therapy or used as monotherapy.35–37 This was
followed by withdrawal of concomitant medications, and
lamotrigine was given as monotherapy. Patients who
were stabilized on lamotrigine monotherapy for at least 4
continuous weeks (CGI-S score ≤ 3) could enter the ran-
domized phase. One hundred seventy-five patients were
randomized to monotherapy with lamotrigine (100–400
mg/day), lithium (to achieve a serum lithium level of
0.8–1.1 mEq/L), or placebo for up to 18 months. The pri-
mary efficacy variable was time from randomization to
“intervention for a mood episode.” Lamotrigine and lith-
ium were comparably effective, and both were superior
to placebo in preventing recurrence of bipolar affective
episodes. Time to treatment intervention for any mood
episode was 141 days for lamotrigine, 292 days for lith-
ium, and 85 days for placebo. Lamotrigine was superior
to placebo in overall survival in study as well as time to
intervention for a depressive episode but not time to in-
tervention for a manic episode. Lithium was significantly
superior to placebo in time to intervention for a manic but
not a depressive episode. Lamotrigine was well tolerated
during the 18-month treatment period.

Another controlled study (GW 605)33,34 assessed the
efficacy and tolerability of fixed doses of lamotrigine
(50, 200, 400 mg) for maintenance treatment in currently
or recently depressed bipolar I patients. The design was
essentially the same as the aforementioned study (GW
606),35–37 including the outcome measures, except that it
had a fixed-dose design. A total of 958 patients were en-
rolled in the open-label lamotrigine treatment phase and
480 completed this phase. Four hundred sixty-three were
randomized to lamotrigine, lithium, or placebo.  Data for
patients in the 50-mg lamotrigine arm were excluded
from the final analysis. The final number of patients ran-
domized to 200 or 400 mg of lamotrigine was 169. The
primary efficacy analysis was conducted on 404 patients
randomized to lamotrigine, 200 or 400 mg (N = 165);
lithium (N = 120); or placebo (N = 119). Lamotrigine
was superior to placebo in prolonging the time to treat-
ment of the next mood episode but not when compared
with lithium: the median time to treatment intervention
for any affective episode was 200 days for lamotrigine,
93 days for placebo, and 170 days for lithium. Lamotri-
gine was superior to placebo in delaying time to interven-
tion for depression but not compared with lithium. Lith-
ium was effective in delaying intervention for manic
episodes compared with either placebo or lamotrigine.
Patients tolerated lamotrigine well: 9% of lamotrigine-
treated patients and 10% of placebo-treated patients
withdrew from the randomized phase of the study (NS).
When the data from the 2 studies were combined, la-
motrigine was clearly superior to placebo in preventing
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depressive and, to a lesser degree, manic relapses, while
lithium was effective in preventing manic/mixed relapses
only.41 It was concluded that lamotrigine is useful in long-
term mood stabilization in patients with bipolar disorder.

In a double-blind, crossover trial,30 the efficacies of
lamotrigine, gabapentin, and placebo were compared
in three 6-week periods in 31 patients with treatment-
refractory affective disorders (81% bipolar). The primary
outcome measure was the CGI for Bipolar Illness (CGI-
BP)44 supplemented by other standard rating instruments
(HAM-D, Young Mania Rating Scale [YMRS]). The
mean ± SD dose of lamotrigine was 274 ± 128 mg/day
and of gabapentin was 3987 ± 856 mg/day. The overall
response rate (CGI-BP score = very much or much im-
proved) was 52% in the lamotrigine-treated patient group,
with response in 44% of patients with mania and 45%
of patients with depression. Overall response rates in the
lamotrigine group were statistically higher than those in
the placebo (23%) or gabapentin (26%) groups. Lamotri-
gine was more efficacious in decreasing the intensity of
depression as measured by the HAM-D compared with
gabapentin.

It needs to be further explored whether lamotrigine has
differential maintenance efficacy for bipolar I and bipolar
II disorders. In addition, bipolar disorder with psychotic
features and bipolar disorder with comorbid psychiatric
illnesses are other areas that require further studies.

Summary of Efficacy
Lamotrigine appears to have maintenance efficacy

for overall bipolar morbidity. Evidence from controlled
studies supports efficacy of lamotrigine in the acute treat-
ment and relapse prevention of depressive episodes in bi-
polar disorder. The data on the efficacy of lamotrigine in
mania, however, are either equivocal or limited for acute
manic episodes as well as for manic symptoms during the
maintenance phase. Lamotrigine appears to have thera-
peutic effects on rapid-cycling bipolar disorder, but its ef-
fects on type II rapid-cycling bipolar disorder were shown
to be more pronounced than its effects on type I. While
more controlled studies are clearly required, the foregoing
evidence overall suggests that lamotrigine is a useful
agent for bipolar disorder, for acute as well as long-term
maintenance treatments.

LAMOTRIGINE MECHANISMS OF ACTION

Recent investigations of action mechanisms under-
lying the therapeutic effect of lithium and other mood sta-
bilizers have been focused on signal transduction mecha-
nisms, gene regulation, and modulation of ion channel
activities. Many groups have investigated the effect of la-
motrigine on the activities of various ion channels in com-
parison with other anticonvulsants. More recently, several
groups have examined the effect of lamotrigine on neu-

rotransmission and various signal transduction mecha-
nisms. Because lamotrigine may have distinct effects on
depressive symptoms of bipolar disorder, understanding
its action mechanisms in comparison with other mood sta-
bilizers may provide insight on how intracellular events
are related to therapeutic effects of mood stabilizers on
specific mood states.

High-Frequency Firing of Action Potentials
A number of groups have demonstrated that lamotri-

gine suppresses accelerated firing of action potentials in
various paradigms,45–47 whereas lamotrigine has little ef-
fect on normal physiologic properties of neuronal activity
such as resting membrane potentials, low-frequency fir-
ing, and postsynaptic potentials. In a rat model of rever-
beratory seizures, as an example of accelerated firing,
lamotrigine caused a dose-dependent decrease in the du-
ration of the seizure discharge.48 In contrast, under control
conditions, lamotrigine does not alter neuronal excitabil-
ity, paired-pulse inhibition, and long-term potentiation.
Superfusion of rat hippocampal slices with magnesium-
free media causes repetitive firing and synaptic epileptic
activity. However, 50 µmol of lamotrigine, a therapeuti-
cally relevant concentration, was found to selectively in-
hibit afterdischarges in the epileptiform activity in the
neurons.47

The effect of lamotrigine on repetitive firing and
epileptiform activity may be mediated by the inhibition
of glutamate release. The spontaneous bursting in hip-
pocampal slices in the absence of magnesium can be
blocked by a combination of alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-
5-methylisoxazole-4-proprionic acid (AMPA) and N-
methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) antagonists.49,50 Lamotrigine
was found to inhibit the release of glutamate evoked by
veratridine, which acts to open voltage-gated Na+ chan-
nels by preventing inactivation, but lamotrigine had no
effects on basal glutamate release even at a much higher
concentration, an observation that is consistent with the
idea that lamotrigine inhibits overexcited neuronal activi-
ties without significant effects on basal states. If manic
symptoms are associated with supranormal firing or in-
creased excitatory neurotransmission, the observation
that lamotrigine inhibits the rapid firing of action poten-
tials and excessive glutamate release may suggest that the
mood-stabilizing effect of lamotrigine is associated with
its ability to normalize accelerated neurotransmission and
signaling during the mood states of bipolar disorder.

Voltage-Gated Calcium Channels
Altered intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis has been impli-

cated in the pathophysiology of bipolar disorder.51,52 In
platelets and neutrophils of manic patients, intracellular
Ca2+ levels were found to be elevated, but they were “nor-
malized” following lithium treatment.53 Recent evidence
suggests that lamotrigine alters intracellular Ca2+ homeo-
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stasis by inhibiting specific channel subtypes in certain
regions of the brain. In rat amygdala neurons, lamotrigine
causes substantial inhibition of Ca2+ currents54,55; how-
ever, in the presence of the N-type Ca2+ channel blocker
omega-conotoxin GVIA, the effect of lamotrigine on Ca2+

channels was prevented. This observation suggests that
lamotrigine blocks N-type Ca2+ channels. While lamotri-
gine does not affect Ca2+ currents through T-type chan-
nels, there is evidence that lamotrigine inhibits mixed
N- and P-type Ca2+ channels in some cell systems.46 In
studies with recombinant N-type Ca2+ channels expressed
in the mammalian cell system, it was shown that the effect
of lamotrigine is weakly voltage dependent.56 Therefore,
it appears that lamotrigine is not a broad-spectrum Ca2+

channel blocker, but rather inhibits specific subtypes
of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels in specific regions of the
brain.

The effects of mood-stabilizer treatment on intracellu-
lar Ca2+ homeostasis have been extensively studied, and
it was shown that lithium treatment alters cytoplasmic
intracellular Ca2+ in blood cells of bipolar patients.52,53 It
will be interesting to examine whether the effects of la-
motrigine on voltage-gated Ca2+ channels are translated to
changes in intracellular Ca2+ levels in blood cells of pa-
tients during treatment with lamotrigine.

Blockade of voltage-gated K+ channels results in long-
lasting enhancement of excitatory postsynaptic potentials
(EPSPs) in amygdala slices. Recent studies have sug-
gested that long-term changes in synaptic plasticity play a
critically important role in mood stabilization. Interest-
ingly, lamotrigine inhibits long-lasting enhancement of
EPSPs caused by blockade of voltage-gated K+ channels,
suggesting that lamotrigine modifies synaptic plasticity,
possibly via its effects on presynaptic and/or postsynaptic
Ca2+ channels. Alternatively, lamotrigine may reduce glu-
tamate release via presynaptic inhibition of Na+ channels
and subsequent reduction in action potential duration.

Voltage-Gated Sodium Channels
Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings in conjunction

with recombinant ion channels have demonstrated that la-
motrigine modulates Na+ channel activity in various cell
systems.57–60 Neuronal action potentials require the proper
opening and closing of voltage-gated Na+ channels. As
membrane potential reaches the threshold, Na+ channels
open briefly, resulting in the rising phase of action po-
tentials. Subsequently, Na+ channels are inactivated, and
voltage-gated K+ channels are activated, which together
result in termination of action potentials. Na+ channels
recover quickly from inactivation and enter the resting
state. Many groups have shown that lamotrigine inhibits
Na+ channel activity in a voltage-dependent manner. In
various cell systems, when the membrane voltage was
held at Vh –90 to –120 mV, at which virtually all channels
are in resting state, the inhibitory effect of lamotrigine on

Na+ currents was minimal (IC50 of 500 to 1000 µmol).57

However, when the membrane voltage was held at Vh

–60 to –80 mV, lamotrigine produced substantial in-
hibition of Na+ currents. The voltage dependence in
lamotrigine’s inhibitory effects on Na+ channel activities
has been demonstrated in rat hippocampal neurons and
cerebellar granule neurons and in mouse neuroblastoma
cells and others.57–59 The inhibitory effect of lamotrigine
on Na+ currents also appears to be use- or frequency-
dependent. In Chinese hamster ovary cells expressing
Na+ channels, lamotrigine produced a progressively in-
creasing use-dependent inhibition when the cells were
activated with longer pulses (20 ms), whereas lamotri-
gine did not cause significant inhibitory effects when the
cells were stimulated with brief pulses.47

The voltage or use dependence of lamotrigine’s in-
hibitory effects on Na+ currents is thought to be related to
its effects on slow inactivation state of Na+ channels.60

When neurons are hyperstimulated, as in seizures,61 Na+

channels enter a slow inactivation state, from which re-
covery is slower than recovery from normal stimulation.
If bipolar disorder is associated with hyperstimulation of
neurons in certain regions of the brain, the effects of la-
motrigine on slow inactivation may in part explain its
ability to normalize mood symptoms of the illness.

Neurotransmission
Regulation of neurotransmission in the brain’s glu-

tamate receptor system has been implicated in the anti-
manic effect of lithium. In an acute treatment paradigm,
lithium has been shown to inhibit glutamate reuptake,
which results in increased glutamate release.62 In a
chronic treatment paradigm, however, glutamate reup-
take was found to be upregulated, which results in de-
creased glutamate release.63 This chronic effect of lith-
ium on the glutamate system has been interpreted to be
associated with the antimanic properties of lithium treat-
ment. Many groups have shown that lamotrigine inhibits
the release of glutamate in various cell systems.64–66 La-
motrigine was found to reduce glutamate release in syn-
aptosomal preparations of cerebral cortex,64 as well as
in cortex in vivo using microdialysis.65 Lamotrigine-
induced glutamate inhibition also caused postsynaptic
effects in a number of systems. In nerve terminals, the
effect of lamotrigine on glutamate release is accompa-
nied by reduction in depolarization-evoked increases in
cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration. In the entorhinal cortex,
the effect of lamotrigine on glutamate release results
in reduced frequency of spontaneous excitatory postsyn-
aptic currents.66

A major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain,
γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), has been implicated for
the action mechanisms of other mood stabilizers, such as
valproic acid and topiramate; it is, therefore, of interest
whether lamotrigine affects GABAergic neurotransmis-
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sion. Several groups have examined the effects of lamotri-
gine in various regions of the central nervous system
(CNS) and reported significant reductions of GABA re-
lease in rat spinal dorsal horn slices67 and in rat cerebral
cortical slices.49,68 Interestingly, however, lamotrigine was
found to increase both the amplitude and frequency of
spontaneous GABAA receptor mediated postsynaptic cur-
rent, suggesting an increased release of GABA.66 More
recently, in slice preparations from basolateral amygdala,
it was demonstrated that lamotrigine decreased the fre-
quency and amplitude of inhibitory postsynaptic poten-
tials (IPSPs).69 Given the conflicting results, further stud-
ies are clearly needed to establish the role of lamotrigine
and ascertain the role of GABA in relation to the mood-
stabilizing effects of lamotrigine.

Lamotrigine has been shown to have a neuroprotective
effect in various paradigms of neurotoxicity such as hypo-
thermia70,71 and hypoxia.72,73 It has been suggested that
lamotrigine’s inhibitory effect on glutamate release plays
a role in its neuroprotective effect.74,75 These observations
are interesting, especially in light of recent studies that
have demonstrated a neuroprotective effect of lithium in
vitro,76 in animal studies in vivo,76–79 and in brain imaging
of bipolar patients.80 While the clinical consequences of
lithium’s neuroprotective effect in relation to its mood-
stabilizing effect are unclear,81 it will be important to elu-
cidate the molecular mechanisms underlying the neu-
roprotective effects of lamotrigine in comparison with
lithium.

Regulation of the serotonin (5-HT) system in depres-
sion and its association with the effects of antidepressants
are well established. In human platelets and rat brain syn-
aptosomes, lamotrigine was found to decrease 5-HT re-
uptake.82 Carbamazepine, but not lithium or valproic acid,
had a similar effect.82 When 5-HT1A receptor function
was measured in platelets of healthy males with ipsa-
pirone challenge (cortisol response and changes in tem-
perature in response to single-dose oral ipsapirone), 1
week of lamotrigine treatment did not alter hypothermic
or cortisol responses to ipsapirone.83 Because lamotrigine
might have efficacy in the depressive phases of bipolar
disorder, it is of interest to examine regulation of neuro-
transmission by lamotrigine in 5-HT and other mono-
amine systems in the context of mood stabilization.

Signal Transduction Mechanisms
The role of signal transduction via adenylate cyclase,

phosphoinositol hydrolysis, and the glycogen synthase
kinase 3β system has been extensively studied in mood-
stabilizer treatment.2,84–86 While the therapeutic relevance
of the findings of these studies remains to be elucidated,
studies on animal brains, in vitro culture cells, peripheral
blood cells, and postmortem human brains have sup-
ported the notion that some of these molecules are tar-
geted in mood-stabilizer treatment.84 Historically, lithium

has been studied most extensively, and recent investiga-
tions have been expanded to valproic acid and other mood
stabilizers. Thus, in order to investigate molecular mecha-
nisms underlying the mood-stabilizing effect of lamotri-
gine, it will be important to determine whether the signal
transduction mechanisms that are regulated by lithium or
other mood stabilizers are also altered by lamotrigine. At
present, the effects of lamotrigine on most of these intra-
cellular signaling mechanisms are yet to be investigated.

Lithium is a noncompetitive inhibitor of inositol
monophosphatase.87–89 While lithium’s effect on phos-
phoinositol signaling has been extensively studied,90,91

lamotrigine’s effect on phosphoinositol signaling has not
been studied to date. It has been suggested that lithium at-
tenuates coupling of G proteins to receptors and alters the
expression of some isoforms of G proteins at the level of
protein as well as messenger RNAs.92–94 It will be interest-
ing to examine whether lamotrigine also affects the activ-
ity of G protein and its expression. Lithium has been
found to downregulate the activity of glycogen synthase
kinase 3β,95 and more recent evidence has shown that val-
proic acid has a similar effect.96 The effects of lamotrigine
on a number of other intracellular signaling components,
such as adenylate cyclase and intracellular calcium, await
examination.

Protein kinase C (PKC) plays a pivotal role in mediat-
ing long-term changes in neurons by initiating changes
in neurotransmission via protein phosphorylation (e.g.,
nuclear proteins).97 PKC and its substrate, myristoylated
alanine-rich C kinase substrate (MARCKS), have been
found to play crucial roles in neural plasticity.98 In animal
brains, tissue culture cells, and blood cells of bipolar
patients, it has been shown that lithium treatment down-
regulates the activity of PKC and the expression of
PKC  isoforms α, ε, and ς in a time course that grossly
parallels that of clinical improvement during the treat-
ment. MARCKS was found to be downregulated by lith-
ium treatment99 and by valproic acid treatment.100 The ef-
fect of lithium on MARCKS is more pronounced in the
absence of inositol, consistent with the inositol hypoth-
esis, whereas the effect of valproic acid on MARCKS is
independent of the presence of inositol.100 Among many
signal transduction molecules that were found to be regu-
lated by lithium, PKC and MARCKS are among the ones
that were down-regulated by both lithium and valproic
acid—2 mood-stabilizing agents that are chemically dis-
tinct—but not by carbamazepine. This may suggest that
the regulation of PKC and MARCKS is a common final
pathway for the therapeutic effect of at least some mood
stabilizers (Table 3).

On the other hand, recent studies in neuronal cell sys-
tems have demonstrated no evidence for an effect of ei-
ther acute or chronic lamotrigine on the regulation of the
expression of either MARCKS or PKC isozymes (R.H.L.;
C.-G.H.; L. Wang, M.D., Ph.D., unpublished data, Feb.
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2004). It is generally accepted that the effect of mood-
stabilizer treatment is associated with long-term changes
in the biology of neurons, in which PKC and its substrate
MARCKS are thought to play an important role. Our ob-
servation that lamotrigine and carbamazepine do not alter
the expression of these molecules suggests that the effects
of these mood-stabilizers are mediated by other pathways
that will still result in long-term changes in cell biology.

PHARMACOKINETICS AND
PHARMACODYNAMICS OF LAMOTRIGINE

The pharmacokinetics of lamotrigine have been stud-
ied in healthy volunteers,101,102 in patients with epilepsy103

or renal failure,101 and in the elderly.103 Lamotrigine phar-
macokinetic parameters for adult patients and healthy
volunteers are summarized in Table 4. The clearance of
lamotrigine is affected by the coadministration of antiepi-
leptic medications. Enzyme-inducing drugs such as car-
bamazepine, phenytoin, phenobarbital, and primidone in-
crease clearance by more than 100% and decrease the
half-life of lamotrigine by more than 50%, resulting in
decreased plasma concentrations of lamotrigine.105 When
phenytoin is added to lamotrigine, the steady-state con-
centrations of lamotrigine decrease by approximately
45% to 54%, depending on the total dose of phenytoin.103

Carbamazepine, phenobarbital, or primidone added to
lamotrigine decrease lamotrigine steady-state concentra-
tions by approximately 40%.106 Conversely, enzyme-
inhibiting drugs such as valproic acid reduce the clear-
ance of lamotrigine by more than 50% and increase the
half-life of lamotrigine by more than 100%, resulting in
an increase in plasma lamotrigine concentration of
slightly more than 2-fold.107

When lamotrigine is added to antiepileptic drug ther-
apy, there is no appreciable effect on carbamazepine,
phenytoin, phenobarbital, or primidone concentrations in
plasma.106 However, there may be an increased incidence
of ataxia, blurred vision, diplopia, or dizziness in patients
receiving carbamazepine with lamotrigine. One study108

showed an increase in plasma carbamazepine epoxide (a
toxic metabolite of carbamazepine) concentrations, but
there are conflicting data on this finding.109 The plasma
concentration of valproic acid may decrease with con-
comitant lamotrigine.

When lamotrigine is given with both an enzyme-
inducing antiepileptic drug and valproic acid, the lamotri-
gine half-life is approximately 30 hours.110 These interac-
tions are clinically significant: the usual starting dose
of lamotrigine is 25 mg daily, but if the patient is taking
concomitant valproic acid, the lamotrigine dose should
be reduced to 12.5 mg daily.

Lamotrigine is rapidly and completely absorbed after
oral administration, with negligible first-pass metabolism
and an absolute bioavailability of 98%.110 Absorption is
not affected by food. Peak plasma concentrations occur
anywhere from 1.4 to 4.8 hours after drug administration.
Lamotrigine is widely distributed throughout the body,
with the mean apparent volume of distribution following
oral administration ranging from 0.9 to 1.3 L/kg.111 The
volume of distribution is independent of dose and is simi-
lar following single and multiple doses in patients with
epilepsy and in healthy volunteers.

Data from in vitro studies indicate that lamotrigine is
approximately 55% protein bound at plasma concentra-
tions of 1 to 10 µg/mL.110 Clinically significant interac-
tions with other drugs through competition for protein
binding sites are therefore unlikely. The binding of lamo-
trigine to plasma proteins did not change in the presence
of therapeutic concentrations of phenytoin, phenobarbital,
or valproic acid.112 Lamotrigine was not found to displace
carbamazepine, phenytoin, or phenobarbital from protein
binding sites.112

Lamotrigine is metabolized predominantly by glucu-
ronic acid conjugation; the major metabolite is an inactive
2-N-glucuronide conjugate. After oral administration of
240 mg of 14C-labeled lamotrigine to 6 healthy volunteers,
94% was recovered in the urine and 2% in the feces.103

The radioactivity in the urine consisted of unchanged
lamotrigine (10%), the 2-N-glucuronide (76%), a 5-N-
glucuronide (10%), a 2-N-methyl metabolite (0.14%), and
other unidentified minor metabolites (4%).103

In healthy volunteers receiving no other medications
and given single doses of lamotrigine ranging from 150
to 400 mg, the plasma concentrations of lamotrigine in-
creased in direct proportion to the dose administered, sug-
gesting that there is a linear relationship between dose and
plasma concentrations.102 The therapeutic range studied to
date is 1 to 3 mg/mL, but the association between plasma
concentration and efficacy or toxicity has not yet been
established, and no guidelines have been established for
patient monitoring based on plasma concentrations. A
specific assay for the determination of lamotrigine con-
centrations in plasma is not readily available.

The clearance of lamotrigine does not appear to be af-
fected by gender or age, but there are a few special pop-
ulations in which lamotrigine has a different pharmaco-
kinetic property. In non-Caucasians, the oral clearance
of lamotrigine is 25% slower than in Caucasians.110 In pa-
tients with renal insufficiency, clearance of lamotrigine

Table 3. Effects of Lithium, Valproic Acid, and Lamotrigine
on PKC and MARCKS Signalinga

Variable Lithium Valproic Acid Lamotrigine
PKC activity Decrease Decrease ND
PKC α Decrease Decrease NC
PKC ε Decrease Decrease NC
MARCKS Decrease Decrease NC
aData from Manji and Lenox,98 Lenox et al.,99 and Watson et al.100

Abbreviations: MARCKS = myristoylated alanine-rich C kinase
substrate, NC = no change, ND = not done, PKC = protein kinase C.
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is prolonged: the mean plasma half-life of lamotrigine was
42.9 hours in patients with chronic renal failure versus
26.2 hours in healthy volunteers.101

On the basis of available study data in women receiv-
ing concomitant oral contraceptive preparations, lamotri-
gine may be administered without significant pharmacoki-
netic interactions that potentially diminish contraceptive
efficacy.113 However, a recent case series of 7 women with
epilepsy who received oral contraceptives while being
treated with lamotrigine demonstrated that oral contracep-
tives reduced lamotrigine plasma levels by 41% to 64%
(mean = 49%).114 The authors concluded that women with
epilepsy who are treated with both lamotrigine and oral
contraceptives should have their lamotrigine plasma lev-
els monitored closely; further study is required in women
with bipolar disorder.

There are few safety data available on the use of lamo-
trigine in pregnancy, but there appears to be extensive pla-
cental transfer of lamotrigine. Lamotrigine is excreted in
considerable amounts in breast milk, which in combina-
tion with slow elimination in infants may result in lamo-
trigine plasma concentrations in the infant comparable to
those reported during active lamotrigine therapy.115

ADVERSE EFFECTS
OF LAMOTRIGINE

The major adverse effects of lamotrigine that were ob-
served in controlled monotherapy trials with bipolar pa-
tients are summarized in Table 5. Lamotrigine was well
tolerated in these trials, with a frequency of side effects
similar to that seen in patients receiving lamotrigine
monotherapy for epilepsy treatment.116 Headache and rash
were the only adverse events that occurred more often
with lamotrigine than with placebo. Concomitant medi-

cations, however, may change the frequency of side ef-
fects, for example rash, especially Stevens-Johnson syn-
drome and toxic epidermal necrolysis. Indeed, valproic
acid seems to increase the risk of rash.116,117 Ascher and
colleagues118 summarized side effects in double-blind,
placebo-controlled acute depression and mania studies
that were 3 to 10 weeks in duration. They found that
the frequencies of nearly all adverse effects were the
same for lamotrigine and placebo. However, rashes more
often occurred with lamotrigine than with placebo (10%
vs. 6%) in depression studies in which 602 patients
received lamotrigine and 536 received placebo. Serious
rashes occurred in 0.075% of patients in adult clinical
trials by GlaxoSmithKline,119 which is lower than the in-
cidence in the epilepsy trials (0.18%). No occurrences
of Stevens-Johnson syndrome were reported in the
GlaxoSmithKline bipolar trials,119 and 1 case of Stevens-
Johnson syndrome was reported in an investigator-
initiated trial.30 Most recently, Calabrese and colleagues8

reexamined the incidence of serious and nonserious rash
in all controlled and open-label bipolar or unipolar trials
in the GlaxoSmithKline database. They found the overall
incidence of nonserious rash was 9.6% with lamotrigine
and 7.1% with placebo in controlled monotherapy trials
and 8.3% and 6.4% with lamotrigine and placebo, respec-
tively, in all controlled trials.8 The incidence of serious
rash (Stevens-Johnson syndrome or toxic epidermal
necrolysis) was 0% for lamotrigine and 0.1% with pla-
cebo. The authors emphasized that adhering to the manu-
facturer’s recommended dosing titration may minimize
the risk of serious rash.8

The incidence of rash with lamotrigine depends on the
initial dose and on the rate of dose increase.8,116,117 Ap-
proximately 2% of patients who were treated for seizure
disorder with a starting lamotrigine dose of 25 mg/day

Table 4. Pharmacokinetic Parameters of a Single Dose or Multiple Doses of Lamotrigine in Adult Patients With Epilepsy or
Healthy Volunteersa

Tmax, h T1/2, h CL/F, mL/min/kg
Study Population Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range
Patients also taking enzyme-inducing antiepileptic drugsb

Single dose (N = 24) 2.3 0.5–5.0 14.4 6.4–30.4 1.10 0.51–2.22
Multiple doses (N = 17) 2.0 0.75–5.93 12.6 7.5–23.1 1.21 0.66–1.82

Patients also taking enzyme-inducing antiepileptic drugs + valproic acid
Single dose (N = 25) 3.8 1.0–10.0 27.2 11.2–51.6 0.53 0.27–1.04

Patients also taking valproic acid only
Single dose (N = 4) 4.8 1.8–8.4 58.8 30.5–88.8 0.28 0.16–0.40

Healthy volunteers also taking valproic acid
Single dose (N = 6) 1.8 1.0–4.0 48.3 31.5–88.6 0.30 0.14–0.42
Multiple doses (N = 18) 1.9 0.5–3.5 70.3 41.9–113.5 0.18 0.12–0.33

Healthy volunteers taking no other medications
Single dose (N = 179) 2.2 0.25–12.0 32.8 14.0–103.0 0.44 0.12–1.10
Multiple doses (N = 36) 1.7 0.5–4.0 25.4 11.6–61.6 0.58 0.24–1.15

aAdapted with permission from Perucca.104 The majority of parameters’ means determined in each study had coefficients of variation between 20%
and 40% for t1/2 and plasma clearance and between 30% and 70% for Tmax. The overall mean values were calculated from individual study means
that were weighted on the basis of the number of volunteers in each study. The numbers in parentheses below each parameter mean represent the
range of individual volunteer/patient values across studies.

bExamples of enzyme-inducing antiepileptic drugs are carbamazepine, phenobarbital, phenytoin, and primidone.
Abbreviations: CL/F = plasma clearance, Tmax = time to maximum plasma concentration, T1/2 = elimination half-life.
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discontinued treatment, whereas approximately 40% of
patients who received a starting dose of 200 mg/day dis-
continued treatment. The risk of rash is highest during the
first 6 to 8 weeks of treatment with lamotrigine, peaking
in the second week.116 Females appear to be more vulner-
able to rash than are males.117

If rash occurs, lamotrigine should be discontinued im-
mediately pending a thorough dermatological examina-
tion. Examination of the patient by a dermatologist or pri-
mary care physician prior to initiation of lamotrigine may
prevent spurious attribution to lamotrigine of a rash that
had been present before treatment and improve the early
diagnosis of newly occurring rash.

CONCLUSION

The therapeutic efficacy of lamotrigine in bipolar
disorder is supported by numerous case reports, open-
label studies, and double-blind, placebo-controlled stud-
ies, which have supported FDA approval of lamotrigine
for the maintenance treatment of bipolar disorder. Recent
studies strongly suggest the efficacy of lamotrigine for the
treatment of acute depressive episodes as well as prophy-
laxis of recurrent depressive episodes in bipolar disorder;
thus, these findings may support the notion that lamotri-
gine possesses unique therapeutic indication for bipolar
depression. Since rapid-cycling bipolar disorder is often
resistant to treatment and chronic or recurring depression
is a therapeutic challenge, lamotrigine may have an im-
portant role in the treatment of bipolar disorder. Stevens-
Johnson syndrome, the feared side effect of the medica-

tion, is clearly a concern, although it does not appear to
occur as frequently as previously thought.

Understanding of the mechanisms underlying the
mood-stabilizing effects of lamotrigine is far from com-
plete as is the case for other mood stabilizers. Lamotrigine
modulates activities of various ion channels and alters
neuronal excitability. It is noteworthy that lamotrigine al-
ters high-frequency firing and inhibits Na+ channels in a
voltage- and use-dependent manner. These mechanisms,
by which lamotrigine normalizes supranormal neuronal
activities are considered to be associated with its anti-
epileptic effects. It is noteworthy that the effects of la-
motrigine on Na+ channels are immediate and thus the
time course of these effects is not consistent with that of
therapeutic effects of lamotrigine. The use-dependent
or activity-dependent nature of lamotrigine in decreasing
firing or activities of neurons, however, can contribute
to mood-stabilizing effects in collaboration with other
mechanisms in which gene regulation is involved. Recent
molecular studies suggested an association of accelerated
intracellular signaling with bipolar disorder. In addition,
several brain imaging studies have indicated increased
metabolism or neuronal activities in certain brain regions
of bipolar patients. Thus, the use-dependent inhibition of
neuronal activity of lamotrigine, by decreasing abnor-
mally high neuronal activities, while not affecting normal
level of firing, may render the medication able to “stabi-
lize mood” in bipolar disorder.

Most studies have been conducted on the acute effects
of lamotrigine, and future studies should investigate the
effects of lamotrigine on ion channels in a time frame that

Table 5. Treatment-Emergent Side Effects of Lamotrigine in 5 Controlled Monotherapy Trials With Bipolar Patients (percentage
of total patient groups experiencing effect) in the Randomized Phase

Calabrese et al33; Bowden et al35,36;
Calabrese et al29 Calabrese et al31 Bowden et al34 Frye et al30 Calabrese et al37

Side Effects Lamotrigine Placebo Lamotrigine Placebo Lamotrigine Placebo Lamotrigine Placebo Lamotrigine Placebo
Any 79 92 67 68
Headache 32–35 17 23 17 18 21 3 13 20 16
Infection 6 14 12 11 12 12 14 14
Pain 8–11 8 10 8
Fatigue 2–5 6 0 3
Influenza 2–3 6 7 9 8 11 10 6
Xerostomia 8 9
Dizziness 9–10 14 9 3 8 10
Somnolence 5 12 9 6 8 9
Insomnia 3–8 9 10 7 8 6
Ataxia/tremor 5 5 3 0
Rhinitis 3 9
Diplopia 0 3
Abnormal dreams 2 1
Nausea 16–17 15 14 11 17 12 7 9
Diarrhea 5 15 7 8 6 13 5 9
Dyspepsia 2–5 6
Constipation 2–6 8
Any rash 11–14 11 3 2 7 2 6 0 3 9
Pruritus 5–11 6
Toxic epidermal 1 case 0

necrolysis
Back pain
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is relevant to its clinical effects. The effects of lamotrigine
on various elements of signal transduction mechanisms,
such as phosphoinositol signaling, G proteins, PKC, and
others, are yet to be elucidated. However, our study, in
which lamotrigine treatment does not down-regulate the
expression of PKC isoforms and MARCKS, suggests that
lamotrigine might work through different mechanisms
than do other mood stabilizers. Lamotrigine may have
unique therapeutic effects, and investigating its action
mechanisms may lead to a better understanding of various
mechanisms that are associated with mood stabilization.

Drug names: acetazolamide (Diamox and others), carbamazepine
(Tegretol, Carbatrol, and others), dextroamphetamine (Dexedrine,
Dextrostat, and others), gabapentin (Neurontin and others),
lamotrigine (Lamictal), lithium (Lithobid, Eskalith, and others),
phenytoin (Dilantin, Phenytex, and others), primidone (Mysoline
and others), topiramate (Topamax), trazodone (Desyrel and others),
valproic acid (Depakene and others).
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